Concrete Quality
The ultimate solution for the concrete industry!
Materials, testing, QA/QC & mix designs
Easy to use - Professional results
Learn, share information & expertise
Try it for free, no obligations!
Concrete Quality
Software for Concrete QA/QC & Mix Design
Special Feature Presentation

Field Test
Mobile access for on-site sampling & testing
Field Test is an optional subscription that enables users to access their Concrete Quality batches information from any device: Smartphone, Tablet or PC.

The Field Test service enables:

- Gather concrete sampling and testing information on site with your Smartphone or Tablet
- Access with any device: Android, iOS, Windows Phone BlackBerry, PCs with Mac or Linux OS.
- Increase efficiency of lab technicians: record test information on the field which will be immediately available at the lab
- Access your data on-site for diagnosis and troubleshooting
Field Test is lightweight to reduce loading times and downloaded MBs. It simplifies the technician’s work on the field.

Create new samples on the fly, and have the information immediately available for all your partners.

Information you can record on site:

- **General information**: batching plant, jobsite, mix design, etc.
- **Ticket**: number, concrete type, admixtures, water added at site, truck number and driver, etc.
- **Casting**: cast element, pouring method, jobsite curing, time of arrival and end of casting, etc.
- **Ambient conditions**: temperature, wind, weather, etc.
- **Sampling**: laboratory, customer, technician, concrete temperature, slump, air content, density, etc.
- **Testing**: record all the test available in the full app with details
- **Test specimens**: create any number of specimens with type, age and crushing date.
Check information on site

Field Test allows you to perform complex searches to locate the exact sample you need. Review and update its information as you need.

**Its powerful search engine allows you to filter and find the exact sample you’re looking for**

The search engine can filter by:

- Ticket number
- **Dates**: interval or set date
- **Sample reference**: you can add a reference or name to your samples and use it to look for them
- **Statistical control**: you can filter the samples for production control from those that are lab tests
- **Batching plant**: you can query all the batches produced at one plant
- **Jobsite**: get all the batches delivered to a certain jobsite
- **Mix Design**: find all the concrete batched for a given mix design
- **Combine them!** you can combine all the filters to create the exact query you need

**Find what you’re looking for**
Concrete Quality: Field Test

Access here to start testing 
http://mobile.concrete-quality.com

Try it now!
Included in all subscriptions
Unrivaled cost effectiveness

✓ All basic features are free to use, forever
✓ All updates are free, forever
✓ Pay for optional services only when you need them
✓ Zero license fees = no investment = no risk!
✓ Short and affordable subscriptions: try before you buy
✓ No minimum subscription time and zero cancellation cost
✓ Direct download and easy to install
✓ Suited for small and big companies: no users limit
✓ Import your data from any legacy system

REVOLUTIONARY way to do BUSINESS

a
Enabling special features

Our subscriptions model allows you to select a different plan for each user in your company according to your specific needs.

Pay only for what you actually use!

**Subscription Plans features:**

✔ Subscriptions provide flat-rate access to special features for their duration

✔ All plans include cloud data sharing and mobile access

✔ The standard subscription period is one month, you can pay monthly or purchase yearly subscriptions at a discount

✔ Subscriptions are pre-paid and per user

✔ You may pause and reactivate your subscriptions at any time without penalties
Subscription Plans

Subscriptions offer access to special services and features. There’s a plan suited for every user profile.

**Technician**
- Data synchronization + mobile access + basic reporting
- The features everybody needs

**Supervisor**
- Mix design optimization + statistical tools + data import
- Includes all Technician features

**Expert**
- Local standards + audits + advanced reporting & tools
- Includes all Technician & Supervisor features
The Expert Plan includes localized features, created with the support of our local partners, merging technology with local expertise.

**Expert**

- Local standards +
- audits +
- advanced reporting & tools

- Includes all Technician & Supervisor features

**The American Way**

- Special features for USA & Canada
- Complying with ACI, ASTM and CSA standards
- Special reports to produce submittal packages
- Exclusive production QA/QC tools

**UK & IE**

- Special features for UK & IE
- Complying with British and EN standards
- Includes Batch Book management
- CUSUM analysis for production control compliance
- Audit submittals
About us

Contact us anytime, we’ ll be happy to assist you!

Concrete Quality, SLU
VAT ID: ESB 87365334
Luis Mitjans 25, Portal C Bajo C
(28007) Madrid - Spain
+34 657 116 373

Our Business Partners
Concrete experts that will assist you with the software and provide technical consulting

USA: Statler International
Canada: NEXSO Technologies
France: DAERAN
UK + Ireland: Technical for Concrete Ltd
China: ORIGIN Consulting
Spain: Office for Sustainable Architecture
Russia: South Ural Cement YUGPK
Africa: PROTECH Engineering
Middle East: Green Concrete Consulting

www.concrete-quality.com
contact@concrete-quality.com
ConcreteQuality
youtube.com/user/ConcreteQuality
linkedin.com/company/concrete-quality
facebook.com/ConcreteQuality
google.com/+Concretequalitysoftware
@ConcQuality
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